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ZKACCESS PROVES THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIPS
Fairfield, NJ . . .March, 2016
Technology partnerships and product integration are quickly reshaping the scope of security solutions in
the marketplace. ZKAccess, a leading provider of biometric and RFID security solutions, is forging
numerous integration offerings and proving how powerful meaningful technology partnerships can be.
ZKAccess has teamed up with several industry leaders, including Lenel, Amag, RS2, and SchneiderElectric to provide advanced integrated biometric solutions.
ZKAccess' ZKBioPack software now allows for the integration of ZKAccess biometric readers with
RS2 Technology’s Access IT! access control software. RS2 Technologies customers can launch the
ZKBioPack software application from within their Access It! software interface and Schneider Electric
customers can also launch the ZKBioPack software application from within their Continuum software
interface when ZKAccess IP-based biometric readers are added.
Supported ZKAccess biometric models for both the RS2 and Schneider Electric integrations include the
F18 indoor fingerprint reader, the TF1700 & TF1600 outdoor fingerprint readers, and the MB700 multibiometric fingerprint and face reader. ZKAccess biometric readers have the very same power, wiring
and communication requirements as do any other third party readers, making ZKAccess hardware easy
to install. With the introduction of ZKBioPack, enrolling users’ fingerprints is now equally simple.
Additionally, the ZKAccess OP200 fingerprint-based access control reader was designed to integrate
directly with Lenel OnGuard and AMAG Symmetry software without needing middleware. The
integration enables very fast bi-directional communication with the OP200, and enrolling users'
fingerprints is quick and easy.
"Enterprise integrators are demanding improved physical security solutions that are integrated, scalable,
easy to use and affordable," states Larry Reed, CEO, ZKAccess. "There are so many vulnerable access
points within buildings and parking lots and increasingly more customers are looking to the heightened
security that only biometrics provides," he adds. "Our technology partnerships with industry leaders
such as Schneider Electric, RS2, AMAG and Lenel allow us an unprecedented opportunity to bring
affordable biometric security to their customers all over the world."
About ZKAccess: ZKAccess is a leading provider of biometric (fingerprint and/or face) and RFID
solutions. Product offerings include Access Control readers and panels, Near & Far-range Facial
Recognition Cameras, Elevator/floor access controllers, IP and AHD cameras, and Turnstiles and
Consumer products including fingerprint-based battery-operated Biometric Door Locks. Its solutions are
multi-lingual and localized in over 18 different languages. ZKAccess designs specialized products for
specific markets and provides local customer support to its North American customers. Its U.S. facility

includes a large global showroom and warehouse. Based in Fairfield, NJ, ZKAccess is a division of
ZKTeco, a leading global developer of security and time management solutions. ZKAccess is
synonymous with technical innovation, quality, speed-to-market and reliability. For more information,
please visit http://www.zkaccess.com/

